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Attach the Smart SquareStep 1

The Smart Square is attached along the non-cutting 
side of the Guide Rail.

It is best to attach the Smart Square about 4-12” 
from the end of the Guide Rail.  This allows space 
for the Repeater to be installed and space for the 
saw to rest before starting a cut.

A speed square can be used to set the desired angle. 
 Once the angle is set, the knobs may be tightened.

Attach the HandleStep 2

The handle is attached facing toward the 
workpiece.  Place it a comfortable location 
on the Smart Square.

The handle base overlaps the workpiece and 
serves to keep the entire unit (Smart Square 
and Guide Rail) flat to the workpiece.

The EZ SMART Smart Square is used to align the EZ SMART Guide Rail (sold separately) to the cutline, whether 
at 90 degrees or at other angles.  Using the Smart Square allows for quick set up and cutting, without the need 
for Smart Clamps (sold separately) to hold the Guide Rail to the workpiece.  The Smart Square is best used for 
cross-cuts less than 48” in length.  The Smart Square can be set up on the near edge of the workpiece with 
pressure applied in the same direction as the movement of the saw, or it can be set up on the far edge of the 
workpiece with pressure applied in the opposite direction of the movement of the saw.  This is illustrated on 
the next page.
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Setup for 45 Degree Cut

Setting AnglesStep 3

A speed square can be used to set the Smart 
Square at various angles.

The diagram at the left shows a setup for a 
45 degree cut.

The slot in Smart Square allows for this 
versatility.
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Using the Smart Square

Setup for 90 Degree Cut

Alternate Handle Setup

Saw Movement

Handle Pressure
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